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Up Stream 
Phas 2 : Development Exploitation & Production. 

The Mining Industries Phases

Phas 1 :   Researches & Exploration.

Down Stream Phas 3 : Hundreds of Mineral Added Value Manufacturing



➢ Egypt’s total mining ore extraction value in 2018 reached 5.2
billion $, Iron accounts for 50%, Phosphate 28%, Aluminum 11%,
Precious metal gold 11%.

➢ Regardless International Experts were always assuring that Egypt
has the most efficient and effective exploration opportunities.

Egypt has a lot of undiscovered reserves.
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Egypt Mining before 2020



❑ The industry had been for long facing significant challenges and the new
law and regulation had addressed.

❑ The political regime is highly convinced with the significance of
developing the mineral resources wealth sector within an integrated
national strategy for exploration, exploitation and mineral added value
manufacturing .

❑ The Government has taken major steps to attract large exploration
companies and junior exploration investors as they are the venture
capital arm of the mining industry.
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The new Mining Era in Egypt



❑ Consistency, Transparency, Safety, Stability and Environmental
aspects have been considered as the main outline for the new
agreements and regulations during the upcoming phase.

❑ A complete reformation and modernization for the mining
sector for legislation to be in line with international norms,
structure and human resources with the assistance of one of the
international consultants in the field (Wood Mackenzie).

❑ The new mining reformation provision is to encourage the
development of value-added industries that take advantage of
the country’s mineral wealth.

The new Mining Era in Egypt



There are at least 27 mineral ores of high interest as it characterized by its
deposits and its purities rather than its variable applications and uses In
industry sector in Egypt.
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Minerals & Ores available in Egypt

Mineral/Metal Royalty Reserves
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1 Gold 5% 120 milion ounce *
2 Ornamental Stones 5% Great Reserves * * *
3 Niobium & Tantalum 120 milion ton *
4 Oil Shale 5.7 bilion barel * *
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5 Phosphate 9% 4000 milion Ton * *
6 Potash 6 milion Ton *
7 Sulfur 3milion Ton * *
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8 Iron Ore 8% 1000 milion. Ton * * *
9 Manganese 7% Need more Investigation *  *

10 Ilmenite 9% 43 milion. Ton * * *
11 Vanadium 8% Need more Investigation * *
12 Nickel 0.5 milion ton Need more Investigation *
13 Chromite 8% 2000-5000 Ton *
14 Tungsten 9% 1.5 milion ton Need more Investigation * *
15 Molybdenum Need more Investigation *
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Mineral/Metal Royalty Reserves
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16 Cooper 8% 0.25 milion ton eed more Investigation* *
17 Lead 6% 1.50 milion ton eed more Investigation*
18 Zinc 6% 1.0 milion ton *
19 Tin 9% 5.2 milion ton *No
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20 Fluorspar 5% 2.0 milion ton *
21 Barite 8% 2.5 milion ton * *
22 Bentonite 8% 1000 milion Ton * *
23 Mica 5% 2.3 milion ton * *
24 Black Sand 790 milion ton *
25 Feldspars 8% 1000-3000 Ml. Ton * *
26 Quartz 7% 120 milion. Ton *
27 Glass Sand 18% 5 Trilion Ton *
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❑ Population over 100 million with an increase of 2.4% yearly.

❑ National Growth rate is 5.5% targeting 6 - 7%

❑ The Industry sector is one of the main pillar for the growth development.

❑ Egyptian industry sector Import 60% of its needs from mineral raw material .

❑ Egypt will need to build 5-10 thousand factory yearly during the next 10
years.

❑ The Egyptian Industry sector is in need for a lot of mineral resources.

❑ Sufficient resources of energy Oil, Gas, Electricity.
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Some Information about Egypt



❑ Thousands of qualified Geologist, geophysics, Chemistries
Graduate every year from 21 universities Since collage.

❑ Hundreds of qualified petroleum & mining Surveyors, Engineer
Graduate every year from 4 universities Engineering collage.

❑ Availability of experience contractors supplying all the mining
services such as ( drilling, surveying, explosives, paving desert
tracks, production, crushing, milling and grinding).

Available resources for Mining in Egypt
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❑ An information documentation center established since 1896
Including all the geologic report about the main mineralogical
environment in Egypt.

❑ All the geophysical data including digital magnetic data, digital
gravity data, radiometric data.

❑ The Egyptian desert characterized by a bare land and clear
geologic setting.

❑ Experts expected in 10 Year Five gold mines similar to Sukkari
along with 100 medium to small mines.

Available resources for Mining in Egypt
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One of the most important comparative advantages of Egypt is the existence of a
modern infrastructure of roads, transportation, communications, ports and
availability of Energy .
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Al hamrawen

Main Ports

❖4500 km. of new roads had been established on two phases 3 billion US$.
❖3000 km. is under construction as part of the third phase 2billion US$.
❖The length of the road network is planned to reach 30.5 thousand km.
❖Mega project to improve the railway's system.
❖Mega project to improve the Ports.

Al Kosair

Available resources for Mining in Egypt



1) Distribution of Metal, Non metallic, Industrial, Building material And queries maps.

2) Geologic structural maps for east & west desert and sina.

3) Geologic map at different scales up to scale 1 to 50,000.

4) Digital Mineral resources Metalorganic,  Hydrology and Soil maps for metals ,non metallic 
and industrial metals.

5) Natural hazard maps (Floods, Earthquakes, Active faults, Rock failure, Shore corrosion, Sand dune movements).

6) Present and proposed mining centers.

7) Drainage of surface water and torrents maps , Natural Reserves maps. 

8) Agricultural and tourism activities  maps, and water wells maps.

9) Present and proposed industrial zones, New cities maps, Country used land map.

10) New Urban Communities map, Potentialities & Priorities of Development areas maps.

11) Existing & proposed Roads,  Airport,  harbors and logistic centers Maps.

Available resources for Mining in Egypt
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Distributions 
of Minerals
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Distributions 
of Metallic 
Minerals
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Distributions 
of Non 

Metallic 
Minerals
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Distributions 
Industrial 

Metals
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Materials
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Oil & Gas
And Mining 

Fields 
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New cities
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Reserves



As Egypt has adopts a sound mining policy, 

combined with all the juicy ingredients for 

Success

Egypt will be one of the hottest exploration 

area for mineral investments.




